Optimal allocation of shared parking spaces: An agent-based approach under uncertainty
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ABSTRACT
Shared parking has received considerable attention over the past decade due to its
potentiality of alleviating urban parking headache through improving utilization of the existing
parking resources, especially in residential zones when those residents drive their vehicles out.
However, little attention has been paid to the risk that the returned residents have no parking
spaces, which quite affecting residents’ engagement. Based on the precondition that any resident
has a parking space, the objective of this paper is to explore the potential for the shared parking
spaces. Firstly, a novel reservation and allocation mechanism of shared parking was proposed.
Secondly, an agent simulation model was developed to track the NP-hard problem, regarding the
shared procedure as a queuing system. Finally, the optimal number of shared parking spaces was
obtained through numerical tests. The result has proved that the proposed shared strategy has
brought about vast improvements of both utilization and turnover rate of parking spaces,
compared with the non-shared circumstances. This paper provides a novel method to the
solutions of the proportion of shared parking spaces in the residential area.
Keywords: Traffic demand management and control; Urban parking, Parking lot shared; Parking
space allocation; Agent simulation optimization
Chicago, 48,000 tons of carbon dioxide can
be generated and discharged to the
1 INTRODUCTION
Parking has been an important issue for
environment every year during the cruising
both city government agents and public
for parking spaces (Ayala et al., 2011),
travelers (Shao et al., 2016). Cruising for the
which extremely contributing to creating the
parking spaces consumes a large amount of
greenhouse effect. As a result, varieties of
time, fuel and momentously ascribing to
methods have been developed from the
traffic congestion and environmental
perspectives of both demand side and the
pollution. According to the research of
supply side tending to solve parking
(Shoup, 2006), to find an idle space to park
problem.
will cost approximately 8.1 minutes. In
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On the demand side, the management
goal is to reduce private cars utilization. An
important mean with long-term for this
purpose is enhancing the constructions of
public transportation system and launching
cheap tickets of public transportation,
increasing parking charges. After trading off
the travel cost, a part of travelers’ mode
choice will switch from private car to public
transportation (Arnott, 2014; Arnott and
Inci, 2005). Recently, a major body of
researches paid much attention to model
traveler response to parking charge.
Simićević et al. (2013) predicted the effects
of introducing or changing the parking price
and time limitation. Qian and Rajagopal
(2014) learned travelers’ parking behaviors
through the real-time data collected by
smartphone and GPS, and built efficient
parking pricing policies. He et al. (2015)
established two mode choices model based
on a SP survey considered several factors
which affecting parking choices.
On the supply side, a possible way to
meet the parking demand is to expand the
amount of parking facilities in the
conventional planning methods (Guo et al.,
2016). However, it is not practical in large
cities in a short period due to the limitation
of time, space and construction capital.
Another solution is to make full use of the
existing parking resources. Distinct but
complementary parking patterns, such as
residential parking that is generally empty in
the daytime and on workdays and office
parking that is generally fuller in the
daytime, offer an opportunity for cities to
better satisfy residents and commuters
without increasing supply. As a result, the
shared parking was proposed (Kenig and
Hocking, 1984). To this end, varieties of
methods were developed considering many
factors having an effect on parking demand
such as geographic condition, time
variations of parking demand, money flow
and so on. (Jiang et al., 2010) proposed a

process and method of shared parking
demand analysis and calculation under nonbooking mechanism. Guo et al. (2016)
regarded the shared parking spaces as the
process of repurchase. It should be noted
that the supplier who shared parking space is
likely to face with the risk of no parking
space to park. This may become an obstacle
for repurchase strategy implementation.
Shao et al. (2016) proposed a simple binary
integer linear programming model to
allocate the shared parking spaces, the
demand and supply are fixed and known
through reservation mechanism. However,
we usually could not exactly determine our
parking duration in real life, the uncertainty
of parkers should be considered during the
shared period.
In this paper, we propose a new parking
spaces reservation mechanism where the
parking reservationists don’t need to
confirm their exact parking durations.
Further an agent-based simulation approach
(ASA) is used to track the parking spaces
allocation problem which is a NP-hard
problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we introduce the shared evolution
process and allocation mechanism of
parking spaces. In Section 3, we
demonstrate the agent-based simulation
model including parameters setting. In
section 4, the simulation results are
analyzed. Conclusions follow in Section 5.
2 DESIGN OF SHARED EVOLUTION
PROCESS
AND
ALLOCATION
MECHANISM OF PARKING SPACES
2.1 Designing of shared process of
parking spaces
To analyze the shared parking problem,
the following three basic assumptions are set
(Xu et al., 2016): a) some of the residents
are willing to share their parking spaces
(denoted as O-users) to other motorists who
2

working at adjacent locations (denoted as Pusers); b) the O-users will drive their cars
out early and come back at dusk; c) all Pusers only have the access of booking and
parking to all the parking spaces, without
ownership. To intuitively show the shared
process, a staged and hierarchical shared
parking spaces model is established to (see
Figure 1). The phases are divided into nonshared phase and shared phase and the
layers are classified into phase layer,
booking access allocation layer and status of
parking spaces layer from the bottom to up.

Status of Parking
Spaces Layer

In order to ensure that all returned O-users
have parking spaces, some parking spaces
should be reserved only for O-users during
shared phase (denoted as VIPPSs), and the
remainder will be shared with both the Ousers and P-users (denoted as GPSs). For Ousers, they can book the VIPPSs at any time
within day. For P-users, they can just book
the GPSs during the open phase by
providing information of starting parking
time, and leave the GPSs before the time
point of

Ts .

O-users

Vacant PS

Vacant VIPPS

Occupied GPS by P-user

P-users

Occupied PS

Vacant GPS

Occupied GPS by O-user

……

……
……

Occupied VIPPS

……

……

Booking Access
Allocation Layer

Phase Layer

00:00

Tb

Preparatory Phase
Non-sharing Phase

Ts
Te
Releasing Phase
Open Phase
Sharing Phase

24:00
Reconstructive Phase
Non-sharing Phase

Figure 1. Evolution process of shared parking spaces within day.
Note: Tb , Ts and Te respectively present the beginning time point of the shard parking
spaces, the timing point that stops P-users entering the shared parking spaces and the deadline of
permissible parking for P-users.
Entering A P-users

2.2 Allocation mechanism of the shared

No

parking spaces during reserving

Entering An O-users
If the parking demand time
during the sharing phase?
Yes

Figure 2 demonstrates the allocation
process of shared parking spaces. Initially,
all P-users and all O-users should obtain the
parking right by reservation, but when the
optimal allocation is obtained, all the O-user
do not need to reservation anymore. They
can get in and out of the parking lot at any
time. For all the P-users, they still need to
reserve the parking spaces to park.

No

Existing a
vacant GPS during the parking
demand time?

No

Existing a
vacant VIPPS during the
parking demand time?

Yes

Failed booking

Yes
Obtaining an unique coding
Finished booking
successfully
End

Figure 2. Allocation mechanism of shared
parking spaces during booking.
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queuing model) (Guo et al., 2016), the
parking time demands for all visiting P-users
obey uniform distribution during the
available parking period. The total amount
of parking spaces is 100. For the reservation,
the first order first service (FOFS) rule
(Shao et al., 2016) was applied.
4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we will present some
simulation results to illustrate the essential
ideas in the paper.
4.1 The optimal solution and the

3 MODELLING OF SIMULATION
In this section, we present an agent
simulation approach for simulating the
dynamic process of the shared parking lot.
3.1 Design of systematic modules
The shared parking spaces booking
mechanism can be described as the queuing
system (Cho et al., 2017; Gross, 2008) in
which regarding the parking spaces as the
server agents, and the O-users and the Pusers as customer agents. Our goal is to
obtain the maximum proportion of GPSs
(equivalent to minimum proportion of
VIPPSs) so as to maximize utilization. Due
to the stochastic natures of O-users’ and Pusers’ arriving and leaving, it is somewhat
difficulty to solve analytical results (Guo et
al., 2016). As a result, a Java program to
construct an editable platform is developed
to presenting an agent simulation algorithm
(Zhang et al., 2015) for simulating dynamic
parking behaviors.

maximum of shared potential
Figure 3 shows the numbers of failed
booking O-users with different numbers of
VIPPSs. It can be seen that the numbers of
failed booking O-users descend as the
increasing numbers of VIPPSs. There are 24
failed O-users (in Scheme 1), then, by
increasing the numbers of VIPPSs by the
interval of 5, as well as reducing the
numbers of GPSs by the interval of 5, the
number of failed booking O-user decreases.
None failed booking O-users is firstly found
when the number of VIPPSs is 25. Then, the
dichotomy method is applied to rapidly find
the optimal solution, namely the number of
VIPPSs and GPSs respectively are 21 and
79, namely the maximal proportion of
shared parking spaces could be up to 79%. It
should be pointed that all O-users have
returned before the simulation tests end.

3.2 Parameter design
The shared paring time is set from 8:00
a.m.( Tb ) to 6:00 p.m. ( Te ). Specially, the

Ts is set at 5:00 p.m. The O-users will
randomly return from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
the arrival time interval obeys exponential
distribution with the  =0.04. Moreover, the
O-users will intensively return from 5:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. with the  =2.5 ensuring
that all O-users come back before 6:00 p.m.
Similarly, the P-users will arrive
randomly with two rush hours: from 8:00
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and from 12:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. Their arrival time intervals
respectively obey exponential distribution
with the  =2 and  =1.8. In other simulated
periods, their arrival time intervals also obey
exponential distribution with the  =0.1. To
avoid the shortcoming of depicting the
characteristics of P-users’ departure by the
traditional queuing model (e.g. M/M/c/c
4
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Aiming to improve the utilization of
parking facilities of residential area during
the daytime, the shared evolution process
and shared parking spaces allocation were
designed. In addition, in order to resolve the
computational complexity resulted from the
stochastic properties of parkers’ arriving and
departure, a Java programming agent
simulator was developed, in which the
characteristic parameters easily can be set up
and obtain the optimal solution.
The results show that 79% of the
residential parking spaces can be shared to
P-users to maximize the potential of parking
facilities utilization through considering the
uncertainty of parking. Meanwhile, both the
time utilization and the turnover rate can be
significantly improved.
There are also several improvements
that can be made to enhance the shared
strategy in the future work. For example, we
just tested a single scale of parking spaces
and adopted the one distribution model to
characterize the stochastic nature of parkers’
arriving/departure for model simplicity. The
other scales of parking spaces and different
distribution models based on the empirical
data for more accurate model and solution
can be considered and conducted. Further,
the optimal design of shared parking spaces
in the mixed land-use area can be explored
due to their distinct parking demands,
including office, business and leisure and so
on.
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Figure 3. Process of solving shared
parking spaces mechanism.
To avoid the stochastic errors, the
experiments are tested additionally 500
times representing 500 days. No O-user
failed parking, which verifying that the
result is robust.
4.2 The utilization and turnover rate of
parking spaces
Without sharing, the parking spaces are
occupied only 18.9% of the daytime and
there is a significant increment of 53.1%
through shared strategy, see Figure 4.
Meanwhile, the turnover rate increased from
1 of the non-shared scenario to 2.27 in the
shared scenario.
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